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COMMUNICATIONS

TO THE EDITOR

Lettersshould be addressedto the Editor, GraduateSchool of Business, 401 Uris
Hall, Columbia University, New York,New York 10027.
Response to Taylor's "Resolution of a Paradox: Mini-Max Rehabilitated"
This is a responseto "Resolutionof a Paradox:Mini-MaxRehabilitated,"by P. T.
Taylor, which appearedin Mlanagement
Science19 (1972), pp. 466-467, and "Some
FurtherThoughtson the MIinimaxPrinciple,"by Morton Davis, which is appearing
in this issue of M1anagement
Science.
Taylor'spaperis based on his own misconceptionconcerningthe normalformof the
game. For example, his recommendedstrategy is not optimal since it guarantees
player I an expected payoff equal to 2 (think of player II moving right), whereas
(1/8L,7/8R) guaranteesplayer I 31/2. There are other blundersin that short note.
By the way, thereis no needto rehabilitatethe highlyimportantminimaxprinciple.
Davis's paper is much more serious.Our advice in Scene II of the "one act play"
would differfrom the advice implicitly attributedto us by Davis. It would run as
follows:"ThePro: Chancehas movedto the right and you did not commityourselfto
a strategy. To you the situation resemblesthe matrix describedby Davis, but in
addition,you know that player II perceivesa differentpayoff matrix. This is not a
zero-sumtwo-persongame in the classicalgame theoreticsense, and as a result, the
maximintheory and the equilibriumtheory diverge.Like a lawyer advising a client
in a complexand many-sidedlegalsituation,the best I can do hereis explainall aspects
of the situation. I cannot provideyou with any recommendation.You will have to
makeyour decisionalone."
We maintainourclaimthat it makesno senseto base a decisionon profitsthat would
have accruedhad chancemade a certainmove, when it is knownthat chancedid not
makethis move.It is perfectlylegitimate,however,to take advantageof the opponent's
ignorance,which is the case in the last game in Davis's paper.In that case player I
may claimthat a wise player II wouldchooseR, so playerI might preferto chooseL
andgain one util. This is not the casein ourexamples,whereno suchgain is possible.
Davis claimsthat in a zero-sumtwo-persongame it is difficultto imaginehow one
can lose by postponinga decisionuntil a later time, when moreinformationis available. Ouransweris that thoughwe agreethat it soundsdifficultat first,we believethat
ourexamplessucceedin demonstratingpreciselythat.
MICHAEL

MASCHLER

J. AUMAN
HebrewUniversityof Jerusalem
Tel Aviv,Israel

ROBERT

A Discussion of Minimax
As long as everyone is quoting me ([1], [2]), I wish to make my position on the minimax principle clear. If I suggested (as, indeed, I did) that an optimal mixed strategy
did not offer complete security after the randomization,I did not mean to suggest that
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the minimax principle was unsound; my desire was to show, by reductioad absurdum,
the weakness of the Aumann-Alaschler arguments. Unfortunately, my argument was
misinterpreted by a logical process which is, of itself, not without interest. In effect,
I suggested that, since A and B were not compatible, B should be discarded in favor of
the (to my mind) more important A; others have, however, taken this to mean that A
is not so important after all.
There is a game-theoretic myth which states that the purpose of mixed strategies is
to improve a player's security level. This is purely a myth, as I sought to show by my
example. The real purpose of a mixed strategy is to avoid being outguessed by an opponent, who can (presumably) reconstruct any rational thought process, but cannot
reconstruct the outcome of a random experiment.
In the game with matrix
{99

O0

player II's optimal strategy is (0.01, 0.99). This can be played by putting 1 red and 99
black balls into an urn; if the red ball is drawn, II should use the "risky" first column.
At this point, however, II may well object that this is a very dangerous strategy;
column two gives him a much higher security level. Thus, if he seeks to be "safe," II
will never use the first column. But then I will never use the first row, and so column
one is quite safe after all. At this point we have retrogressed to the situation which
existed before the development of the theory of games.
My point, then, is that an exaggerated desire for "safety" is not compatible with the
original basis of game theory, and that consequently "safety" is not always the best
policy. Others may feel instead, that safety is more important and thus discard the
original developments. The question will doubtless be long unresolved.
GUILLERMO

OWEN

Department of Mathematical Sciences
Rice University
Houston, Texas
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One Management Science Issue: An Excellent Representation of Ideals
About eight months ago, I read your Management Science, February, 1973 issue,
and liked it very much because it contained a variety of articles on hospitals, libraries,
bloodbanks, research and development, queuing systems, organization structures,
promotional decision. making, etc. At that time I thought that this was a number that
could be used as a sample for promoting membership in TIJIS and increasing the
Journal's readership. During these past months I have heard several comments from
friends and colleagues; all of them seem to consider it a real good number. The general feelings are that this is a group of articles which fully reflects the objectives, the
function, the variety of research studies, that should be engaging the attention of
1Ianagement Scientists/O.R. Analysts. The mixture of topics published in this issue

